We propose a new method of using multiple documents as evidence with decreased adding to improve the performance of question-answering systems.Sometimes,the answer to a question may be found in multiple documents.In such cases,using multiple documents to predict answers may generate better answers than using a single document.Our method therefore uses information from multiple documents,adding the scores of candidate answers extracted from various documents.However,because simply adding the scores can degrade the performance of question-answering systems, we add the scores with progressively decreasing weights to reduce the negative effect of simple adding.We carried out experiments using the Question-Answering Challenge(QAC)test collection.The results showed that our method produced a statistically significant improvement,with the degree of improvement ranging fro 0.05 to 0.14.These results,and the fact that our method is simple and easy to use,indicate its potential feasibility and utility in question-answering systems.Experiments comparing our decreased adding method with several previously proposed methods that use multiple documents showed that our method was more effective than these other methods.
Introduction
Question-answering systems are designed to produce the correct answer to a question given as input.For example,when the question,"What is the capital of Japan?",is the input, a question-answering system might retrieve a document containing sentences like"Tokyo is Japan's capital and the country's largest and most important city.Tokyo is also one of Japan's 47 prefectures."from online text,such as a web site,a newspaper article, or an encyclopedia.The system then outputs"Tokyo"as the correct answer.Question-answering systems are likely to become increasingly important as a convenient alternative to systems designed for information retrieval,and as a basic component of future artificial intelligence systems.
This field is attracting increasing research interest and several interesting studies on question- Use of Multiple Documents in a Japanese Question-answering System Table  1 Candidate answers with original scores,where"Tokyo"is the correct answer Table  2 Candidate answers with simply added scores where"Tokyo"is the correct answer some cases. Our method is simple and easy to use,and in our experiments it improved the performance of the question-answering system,thus demonstrating its feasibility and utility.
In Section 2 of this paper,we explain our proposed method of using multiple documents as evidence with decreased adding.In the next section,we describe the question-answering system used in our experiments.In Sections 4 and 5,we describe the experiments and discuss the results.Concluding remarks are presented in Section 6. Table  4 Candidate answers with simply added scores where"Kyoto"is the correct answer (Dumis et al.2002; Takaki and Eriguchi 2002) .In the current example,this would produce the results shown in Table 2 .In this case,the system outputs the correct answer,"Tokyo",as the highest ranked candidate.This method thus produces the correct answer using multiple documents as evidence.
Unfortunately,this simple adding approach is more likely to select candidate answers with a higher frequency of occurrence,which is a serious problem from a performance standpoint.
In the case of a system with good inherent performance,the original scores that it outputs are often more reliable than the simply added scores,so the use of simple adding methods can degrade system performance.
To overcome this problem,we developed a new method of assessing potential answers from multiple documents.Instead of simply adding the scores of the candidate answers,we add the scores with progressively decreasing weights.This approach reduces the likelihood that a question-answering system will select candidate answers with high frequencies,while still improving the accuracy by adding the scores.
The effect of our proposed method is demonstrated in the following example.Suppose that a question-answering system outputs Table 3 in response to the question,"What was the capital of Japan in AD 1000?".The correct answer is"Kyoto",and the system outputs the correct answer as the highest ranked candidate. In this section,we describe the question-answering system that we used to experimentally assess the effectiveness of the proposed method.
The system utilizes three basic components,which are described briefly below and in more detail in the following subsections:
(1) Answer type prediction The system predicts the answer to be a particular type of question based on whether it includes an interrogative pronoun,an adjective,or an adverb.For example,in the input question,"Who is the prime minister of Japan?",the interrogative pronoun, "Who" ,suggests that the answer will be a person's name.
(2) Document retrieval The system extracts terms from the input question and uses these terms to retrieve documents that are likely to contain the correct answer.From the input question, "Who is the prime minister of Japan?" ,the system extracts"prime","minister", and"Japan"as terms and retrieves documents accordingly.
(3) Answer detection The system extracts linguistic expressions that match the predicted answer type, as described above,from the retrieved documents.It then outputs the extracted expressions as candidate answers.For example,to answer the question,"Who is the prime minister of Japan?",the system extracts people's names as candidate answers from documents containing the terms"prime","minister",and"Japan".
Answer type prediction
The system predicts answer types,unit expressions,and NOUN-FOCUS.Since unit expressions are useful for answer detection,and NOUN-FOCUS is useful for answer-type prediction, we used them in addition to answer types.The system uses seven different answer types.
These are shown in Table 7 .A unit expression is an expression used with a numerical expression.For example,a unit expression for the question"ichi doru wa nan en desuka?"(How many yen to one dollar?)is"en"(yen)and an example of the answer is"120 en"(120 yen).
The unit expression is used as part of the answer expression.The NOUN-FOCUS means the noun that is the focus of the question sentence.For example,the NOUN-FOCUS for the question"Mac wo tsukutta kaisha wa doko desuka?"(Which company developed the Mac?) is"kaisha"(the company)and the answer is"appuru"(Apple),which is a company name.If
Use of Multiple Documents in a Japanese Question-answering System Table  7 Answer types used in the system the NOUN-FOCUS is"kaisha"(the company),we find that the answer is the name of an organization(which has the answer type,ORGANIZATION,in Table 7 ).The NOUN-FOCUS is an important clue expression for question-answering systems and is used for both answer-type prediction and answer detection in our system. The system applies 39 manually defined heuristic rules to predict answer types,unit expressions,and NOUN-FOCUS.Some of them are listed here.
(1) When"dare"(who)occurs in a question,PERSON is given as the answer type. (2) When"itsu"(when)occurs in a question,TIME is given as the answer type.
(3) When"donokurai"(how many)occurs in a question,NUMERICAL is given as the answer type.
(4) When"nani Suffix X"(how many X)occurs in a question,"Suffix X"is extracted as a unit expression and NUMERICAL is given as the answer type.
(5) When"X wa doko/nani"(where/what is X)occurs in a question,expressions corresponding to X are extracted as the NOUN-FOCUS.
(6) When"doko"(where) occurs in a question and the NOUN-FOCUS is not"kaisha"
(company),"soshikz"(organization),or a similar term,LOCATION is given as the answer type. 
Document retrieval
The system extracts terms from questions using a morphological analyzer,ChaSen (Matsumoto,Kitauchi,Yamashita,Hirano,Matsuda,and Asahara 1999) .The analyzer first eliminates terms whose parts of speech are prepositions or similar.The system then performs retrieval by using the remaining extracted terms.
Our system is capable of retrieving entire documents.In general,question-answering systems divide each document into small passages before executing document retrieval.For example,in our previous study,we divided documents into sets of three sentences (Murata et al.1999; .The answer to a question in a document often occurs near terms extracted from the question.Question-answering systems must therefore extract answers from documents in which the extracted terms occur near each other.
Although this condition is very important,existing information retrieval methods have not taken it into consideration.As a result,divided passages have generally been used for document retrieval.Using these small divided passages,the systems check whether the extracted terms occur near each other within a small area.The document retrieval method used in our question-answering system, however,verifies that terms occur near each other by applying probability theory.This enables the system to utilize the entire document in the retrieval process.
The document retrieval method operates as follows.
(1) We first retrieve the top kdrl documents with the highest scores calculated from the following equation (1) where d is a document,t is a term extracted from a question,tf(d,t)is the frequency of t in document d,df(t)is the number of documents in which t appears,N is the total number of documents,length(d)is the length of d in characters,and A is the average length of all documents.kt and k+ are constants defined according
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The values used in this study were kt=0.00001 and k+=20.
We based this equation on Robertson's equation (Robertson and Walker 1994; Robertson,Walker,Jones,Hancock-Beaulieu,and Gatford 1994) .This approach has been shown to be effective,and we have used it extensively for information retrieval (Murata,Uchimoto,Ozaku,Ma,Utiyama,and Isahara 2000; Murata,Utiyama,Ma, Ozaku,and Isahara 2001; Murata,Ma,and Isahara 2002) .
(2) Next,we re-rank the extracted documents according to the following equation and extract the top kdr2 documents,which are used in the ensuing answer extraction phase.
(2)
where d is a document,T is the set of terms that appear in the question and the document,and dist (t1,t2)is the distance between the terms tl and t2(defined as the number of characters between them),with dist(t1,t2)=0.5 when t1=t2.df (t) is the number of times t occurs in all documents,N is the total number of characters in all documents,and wdr2(t2)is a function of t2 that is adjusted according to experimental results.
Equation (2)can be deduced through probability theory in the case of wdr2(t2)=1. We start by considering the probability that there is a pattern of occurrence for the weconsider another term,t2.The probability of it occurring within dist(tl,t2) of The parameter value used in this study was wdr2(t)=0.3 when the term t was a verb;otherwise,the value was 1.
If we assume that dist(t1,t2)=0.5 when t 1=t2,the above equation can be written as follows: (6) and it is similar to Eq.(2).When the probability of an occurrence pattern is low,the pattern is more valuable,so we preferentially extract documents with low scores from Eq.(5).Since Eq. (2)is multiplied by a factor of-1,we can extract documents with high scores from Eq.(2).
Because our question-answering system can determine whether terms occur near each other by re-ranking them according to Eq.2,it can use entire documents for retrieval.
In this study,we extracted 20 documents for retrieval.The following answer-detection procedure was applied to these 20 documents extracted by the system.
Answer detection
To detect answers,the system first generates candidate expressions for the answer from the extracted documents.We initially used morpheme n-grams for candidate expressions,but this approach generated too many candidates so we now use candidates consisting only of nouns, unknown words,and symbols.We also use the ChaSen analyzer to determine morphemes and their parts of speech.
Our approach to judging whether a candidate is the correct answer is to add the score (Scorenear(c))for the candidate,based on how near it is to an extracted term,to the score (Scoresem(c))based on our heuristic rules according to the answer type.The system then selects the candidate with the highest total score as the correct answer.
We used the following equation to calculate the score for a candidate c under the condition that it must be near the extracted terms.
Use of Multiple Documents in a Japanese Question-answering System (9) where c is a candidate for the correct answer,T is a set of terms that appear in the question and the document,dist(c,t2)is the distance between c and t2,df(t)is the number of times t occurs in all the documents,N is the total number of characters in all the documents, and W dr ,2(t2)is a function of t2,that is adjusted according to the experimental results.The parameter value used in this study was W dr2(t)=0.3 when term t was a verb,and 1 otherwise. Score near(c)is thus a heuristic function based on the condition that the answer must be near certain terms.
Next,we describe how the score(Scoresem(c))is calculated based on heuristic rules for the predicted answer type.In this study,we used 45 heuristic rules to award points to candidates and utilized the total points as the score.Some of the rules are listed below.
(1) Add 1000 to candidates when they match one of the predicted answer types(LO-CATION,ORGANIZATION,PERSON,ARTIFACT,or TIME)or consist of a numerical expression+NUMERICAL or a predicted unit expression,when they have job-related meanings and the NOUN-FOCUS is"shigoto"(work),"shokugyou"(job), or a similar term,or when they include"Noun X"and the question contains"nani Noun X"(what Noun X)or a similar expression. This is the most fundamental rule,and we have adjusted it to ensure that a good candidate answer will almost always satisfy it.
We use named-entity(NE)extraction techniques to judge whether a candidate matches one of the predicted answer types:LOCATION,ORGANIZATION,PER-SON,ARTIFACT,or TIME.We applied a machine-learning approach to NE extraction,and used CRL(Communications Research Laboratory)NE data for training .Only LOCATION,ORGANI-ZATION,PERSON,ARTIFACT,TIME,and DATE were selected from among the categories in the CRL NE data.We thus developed six individual NE extraction systems,i.e.one for each category.Each system judges whether a candidate expression belongs in its category.For example,the NE system for LOCATION judges whether a candidate expression is a LOCATION.Note that in our question-answering system, a candidate can belong to more than one NE category.For machine learning,we we classify it as TIME because the question-answering system does not employ a DATE category.
(2) When the NOUN-FOCUS is"shigoto"(work),"shokugyou"(job),or a similar term, add 1000 to candidates with job-related meanings.Whether a candidate has this kind of meaning is determined from the EDR thesaurus(EDR 1993).
(3) When COUNTRY is one of the predicted answer types,add 1000 to candidates found in our dictionary of countries,which includes the names of almost every country(636 expressions).
(4) When the question includes"doko no todouhuken"(what state/province),add 1000 to candidates that are location expressions with the suffix"to/dou/hu/ken" (state/province). (5) When the NOUN-FOCUS is"meisaku"(masterpiece),"sakuhin"(literary work),or a similar term,add 1000 to candidates in quotation marks.
(6) When NUMERICAL is one of the predicted answer types,add 1000 to candidates consisting only of numerical expressions and unit expressions. Because this rule is very similar to the fourth rule in the list in Section 3.1,we will explain these two rules in more detail.The fourth rule in Section 3.1 is used for a question like"ichi doru wa nan en desuka?"(How many yen to the dollar?)and an example of the answer is"120 en"120 yen as described previously.The eighth rule in Section 3.3 is used for a question like"Koizumi shosho no shussin was nani daigaku desu ka?"(What university did Prime Minister Koizumi graduate from?) and the answer is"Keio daigaku"(Keio University).The difference between these two rules is whether the expression X following"nani"(what)is a suffix or a noun.
When X is a suffix,the system regards it as a unit expression and selects a numerical expression with the unit expression as the answer.When X is a noun,the system considers it as the important content word, and selects a compound noun with the content word as the answer.A morphological analyzer is used to estimate whether a word is a suffix or a noun.Using these two rules,this method detects numerous correct answers but in some cases also detects incorrect ones because the suffixes When a question contains a phrase,"nan youbi"(what day of the week),add 10,000
to candidates containing a day expression like"nichiyoubi"(Sunday). The first rule in the above list is the most important.Using this rule,the system examines whether a candidate satisfies a condition based on six major answer types(LOCATION, ORGANIZATION,PERSON,ARTIFACT,TIME,or NUMERICAL).The other rules are additional.The more that are satisfied,the more plausible the answer.For example,to answer the question"jinkou ga mottomo ookii no wa doko no kuni desu ka?"(What country has the biggest population?),the system predicts two answer types LOCATION and COUNTRY.In this case,candidate answers that satisfy two rules,the first and third rules,using LOCATION and COUNTRY are more likely to be correct than candidate answers that satisfy only the by rules.
An additional function of the system is that it compiles similar answers after the candidate answers are selected based on their scores. 
Methods of Adding Scores
In the experiments,we used each of the following methods of adding scores.
This method simply outputs the answers generated by the question-answering system as they are,without adding their scores.
This method adds the scores of each candidate answer as extracted from multiple documents.It then outputs the answers according to their total scores.
In our question-answering system,the significance of a candidate answer is greatly changed by a score of 1000,because the heuristic rules used to calculate Scoresem(c) often produce scores in the order of 1000 or multiples thereof.Therefore,we need to avoid skewing scores by adding the thousands digit and higher order digits from each score.For scores with the same values for the thousands and higher order digits,the method extracts only digits representing values below 1000(i.e.,hundreds,tens,and units)from each score.It then adds all the extracted values to give a subtotal,which is combined with the values of the thousands and higher order digits shared by the scores.
This method does not add the scores of candidates with different values for the digits representing values of 1000 or more;instead,it simply takes the higher score as the total.
This method of distinguishing the values of digits can be more clearly explained by using the numerical terms Scorenear(c)and Scores,(c),defined in Section 3.3.We This method is a combination of the original method,the simple adding method,and the decreased adding method(with the same 12 possible values of k given above).First, the combined method identifies the method that gives the best performance(as measured by the MRR/MF)for a set of training data.It then uses the best method to output the answers.
In this study,we did not use any data other than the QAC test collection,so we performed ten-fold cross validation for training purposes.Ten-fold cross validation is used to evaluate the performance of a system when there is no set of training data available.
A set of test data is divided into ten data sets.Each of the ten is analyzed after using the other data sets for training,and then all the data sets are evaluated.
The combined method involves two important considerations.
First,it combines multiple methods,which means that the best method can be selected for each case,thus improving the performance of the system.
Secondly,it provides fair evaluation.For example,in our experiments,the decreased adding method had 12 possible values of.Because of large variations in k,even if the system produces a good evaluation score with a certain value for k,the score may be a that appropriate evaluation scores are calculated,ten-fold cross validation is applied.In this approach,the value for k is determined without using an input question currently being answered by the system,which ensures that the evaluation is fair.We therefore, applied the combined method with training based on ten-fold cross validation.
In addition,we employed the following four methods for comparison in the experiments.
All these methods have been proposed in previous studies and include a function for adding scores.We handled digits representing values of 1000 or more using the same approach described above,which enabled us to use the information from ScoreSe,n(c)in these methods as well.
Clarke et al.use information from multiple documents for question answering,and call this information redundancy (Clarke et al.2001 where ct is the number of documents including candidate answers from the documents extracted during the document retrieval process.scoreoriginai (1) As noted above,we used the question-answering system described in Section 3 for the experiments,but with five variations,as listed here.Note that the designation,Sys-5,refers to the base system,which is exactly as described in Section 3.
We used these five systems to examine whether the proposed method of using multiple documents as evidence with decreased adding was effective for various types of question-answering systems.
Unlike Sys-5,this system does not use ScoreSem(c),and thus does not include scores based on heuristic rules according to the answer type.
Unlike Sys-5,which uses Eq.7,this system uses the following equation(Eq.15):
where T is a set of terms that appear in the question and the document. 
Experimental Results
We conducted experiments with the QAU test collection for Task-1 and Task-2 using the methods described in Sections 4.2 and 4.3.The results are shown in Tables 8 and 9,and Figures 1 and 2. Table 8 lists the MRR values of each system for Task-1,while Table 9 lists the MF values of each system for Task-2.In the two tables,the leftmost column indicates the adding method,while the top line indicates the question-answering system.We used the twosided Wilcoxon signed ranks test to test for significant differences,with the original method as the baseline method.When a method performed better than the baseline method at the 0.05 or 0.01 significance level,it was tagged with"+"or"++",respectively.Similarly,when a method performed worse than the baseline method at the 0.05 or 0.01 significance level,it was tagged with"-"or"--",respectively.
We applied the same statistical test to compare the combined method to the other methods.The results are shown in Tables 10 and 11 using the same labels described above to Next,we analyzed the results obtained using each of the four methods.
Clarke et al.'s method uses Equation (11)and does not use the condition that the answer must be near the terms extracted from the input question(according to Score near(c)).As a result,it produced almost the same or better precision than the modified Clarke et al.'s method in Sys-1 and Sys-2,which did not use the distances between a candidate answer and the extracted terms.In Sys-3,Sys-4,and Sys-5,which did use those distances,the modified Clarke et al.'s method achieved greater precision than Clarke et al.'s method.
The modified Clarke et al.'s method is very similar to the simple adding method.The equations used to add scores in the two methods can be expressed as follows:
The difference is that the modified Clarke et al.'s method adds score original(1),while the simple adding method adds score original(i).Our results showed that these methods achieved similar precision in all the cases shown in Tables 8 and 9 .Therefore,the modified Clarke et al.'s method exhibited the same problem as the simple adding method in that it was likely to select candidate answers occurring at higher frequencies.
Xu et al.'s method adds a very small number to the original score and is similar to our decreased adding method when k is very small(e.g.k=0.01).Although this method offered some improvement,the improvement was smaller than with the combined method. Mori's method uses the numerical function log,so it can reduce the problem of selecting candidate answers with high frequencies.However,log is a monotonically increasing function, so the method suffers to a comparatively large degree from this problem.This is because the value of log goes to infinity,when the value of its argument goes to infinity.In contrast,the decreased adding method utilizes an exponential function,whose value converges to a finite value even when the value of its argument goes to infinity.Therefore,our method is less affected by this problem than Mori's method.
Examination of the Five Question-answering Systems
In Section 5.4,we describe a fundamental comparison of five question-answering systems and in the following sections we examine the effectiveness of using our proposed method with each of the five systems. In our experimental results,the precision using the original method increased stably in order from Sys-1 to Sys-5 in the five systems.These results indicted the following:
• No use of semantic information(ScoreSeM(c))resulted in the worst performance(Sys-1).
• No use of location information on the distances between a candidate answer and the terms extracted from the input question(Sys-2 and Sys-3)resulted in a worse performance than the use of location information(Sys-4 and Sys-5) • When location information was not used, dividing documents into paragraphs during document retrieval(Sys-3)resulted in better performance than not dividing documents (Sys-2).In contrast,when location information was used,dividingdocuments into paragraphs during document retrieval(Sys-4)resulted in worse performance than not dividing documents(Sys-5).
Sys-1
We evaluated the effectiveness of using our proposed method with each of the five questionanswering systems.
Sys-1 did not use any semantic information(Scoresem(c))and did not perform well.As seen from Table 8 ,the simple adding method produced a worse performance than the original method for Task-1 at the significance level of 0.01.The combined method also produced a worse performance than the original method,but the difference was not statistically significant.
Sys-2
As described in Section 4.3,Sys-2 did not use the distances between a candidate answer and the terms extracted from the input question.It originally produced a poor performance.
As seen from Table 8 ,however,applying the simple adding method or the combined method greatly improved its performance,especially in the latter case.
Sys-3
Like Sys-2,Sys-3 did not use the distances between a candidate answer and the extracted terms,though it did divide documents into paragraphs during document retrieval.The original performance of Sys-3 was not especially poor,but applying the simple adding method or the combined method greatly improved its performance.In the QAC contest2,the second best score for Task-1 was 0.524,and the best score for Task-2 was 0.364.The improved 
Sys-5
As described in Section 4.3,Sys-5 used the distances between a candidate answer and the extracted terms but did not divide documents into paragraphs.This system performed best of all.It originally performed well,but its performance was improved further with the combined method.The scores were 0.597 and 0.451 for Task-1 and Task-2,respectively.In the QAC contest,the best score for Task-1 was 0.608,and that for Task-2 was 0.364.The scores for Sys-5 with the combined method were thus very near the best score for Task-1 and much higher than the best score for Task-2.The simple adding method,on the other hand,reduced the performance of this system,because it too often selected candidate answers that occurred at high frequencies.
Characteristics of our proposed method
Our proposed methods(the decreased adding and combined methods)did not perform any better than the original method in Sys-1,which did not use any semantic information, indicating that these methods are not effective when no semantic information is used.
Because our proposed methods produced a significant improvement in Sys-2 and Sys-3, which did not use location information on the distance between a candidate answer and the terms extracted from the input question,we found that our methods were very effective when location information was not used.
However,our proposed methods resulted in improvements in Sys-4 and Sys-5,which use both semantic and location information.This showed that our methods when both semantic and location information were used were less effective than when location information was not used,but were effective. Our proposed methods produced better results with Sys-2 and Sys-3 than with Sys-4 and Sys-5 because Sys-2 and Sys-3 do not use location information and use less information overall than Sys-4 and Sys-5.Therefore,the effect of using information from plural documents with our proposed methods in Sys-2 and Sys-3 was larger than in Sys-4 and Sys-5,and consequently the improvement in Sys-2 and Sys-3 was larger than in Sys-4 and Sys-5. The differences between Sys-2 and Sys-3 or Sys-4 and Sys-5 relate to whether or not documents are divided into paragraphs during document retrieval.The improvements gained by using our proposed method were almost the same between Sys-2 and Sys-3 or Sys-4 and Sys-5, indicating that the effectiveness of our proposed methods was not affected by whether or not documents were divided into paragraphs during document retrieval.
Based on this evaluation of our proposed methods using the five systems(Sys-1 to Sys-5), below we summarize the characteristics of our proposed method.
• Our methods were not effective when semantic information was not used.
• Our methods were very effective when location information was not used.
• Our methods when both semantic and location information were used were less effective than when not using location information,but were effective.
• The effectiveness of our proposed methods was not affected by whether or not documents were divided into paragraphs during document retrieval. The above characteristics,indicate that our proposed methods are effective except when semantic information is not used.
Handling plural documents in In terms of the experiments shown in Tables 8 and 9 ,in Sys-3 and Sys-4,even when documents were divided into paragraphs,the original documents,not the paragraphs,were treated as documents by the adding methods.(In the experiments,the scores of each candidate answer extracted from multiple original documents were added in the adding methods.)In this section,we described experiments performed using paragraphs from documents which were treated as documents by the adding methods.(In the experiments,the scores of each candidate answer extracted from multiple paragraphs were added in the adding methods.)The results are shown in Table 12 .We used the two-sided Wilcoxon signed ranks test to determine significant differences as in Tables 8 and 9 for Table 12 .
When we compared the results with those in Tables 8 and 9 ,we found that when paragraphs were treated as documents by the adding methods,the precision achieved using our proposed methods increased by about 0.01 in Sys-3 and decreased by about 0.01 in Sys-4.The reasons Use of Multiple Documents in a Japanese Question-answering System A problem occurred with the proposed method of using multiple documents as evidence with decreased adding when there was only one document including the answers.In this situation,the method could not add the scores for answers from multiple documents,which adversely affected the performance of the system.We examined this problem using Sys-5, the best performing system.We calculated the system performance of Sys-5 using different numbers of documents(x)including answers from the top 20 documents obtained during doc- Wilcoxon signed ranks test to determine significant differences,using the original method as the baseline,as in Tables 8 and 9 .The results for the decreased adding method,as shown in Tables 13 and 14 There were five questions for which the top 20 documents did not include any answers.In these cases,every score was 0.
As expected,in the case of 0<x<1,the combined method performed worse than the original method.Otherwise,however,the combined method performed better.
The simple adding method did not perform as well as the original method with 0<x<5
for Task-1 and 0<x<3 for Task-2.It performed more poorly than the original method in more cases than did the combined method,showing that the combined method was more Use of Multiple Documents in a Japanese Question-answering System The proposed methods(i.e.,the combined method including the decreased adding method)have the following characteristics:
The proposed methods(i.e.,the combined method including the decreased adding method)were not effective when no semantic information was used.
The proposed methods were very effective when location information was not used.
The proposed methods when we used both the two kinds of information were less effective than when not using location information,but were effective. 6 Conclusion Question-answering systems are likely to become increasingly important as convenient alternatives to systems designed for information retrieval,and as basic components of future artificial intelligence systems.We therefore developed a new method of using multiple documents as evidence with decreased adding to improve the performance of question-answering systems.Because the answer to a question may be found in multiple documents, using multiple documents to predict an answer should result in a better performance than using only one document.In our proposed method,information from multiple documents is utilized by adding the scores for the same candidate answers extracted from various documents.Because simply adding these scores can degrade the performance of a question-answering system,we instead add the scores with progressively decreasing weights.We carried out experiments using the QAC test collection and the results showed that our method produced a statistically significant improvement.We also found that simply adding scores without decreasing weights resulted in a poorer performance in some cases.Our decreased adding method multiplies the score of the i-th candidate by a factor of k(i-1)before adding the score to the running total.
We found experimentally that 0.2 and 0.3 were appropriate values for k.We also conducted experiments comparing our method to several previously proposed methods using multiple documents and found that our methods was more effective.The proposed method is simple were not effective when no semantic information was used;they were very effective when location information was not used;and they were less effective when using both semantic and location information compared to not using location information.
In future work,we will greatly increase the size of the document set used in document retrieval by employing web texts.We will also try to improve our approach by identifying whether the number of documents including the answers for an input question is only one or more than one.If these studies prove successful,we expect the system to achieve further improvement.Eventually,we hope to construct a high-performing system that can also be used as a component of future artificial intelligence systems. 
